






Eating by Stealth PART II
-A Critical Comparison of Pre-Morals among Cats, Dogs,




Contents: I. Introduction II. Domestic Cats (the previous number) III. Do-
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The author has tried to compare the behavior habits shown in eating by
stealth of domestic animals such as cats, dogs, monkeys, apes, infants-, and
primitive men. In this case "eating by stealth" means taking inhibited food
while the inhibitor is away. As for the punishment and inhibition of these
subjects, many exact experimental data have already been collected in the fields
of learning psychology and cerebrology, but the author aims at studying from the
viewpoint of comparative ecology, or comparative ethology, if put in terminology
in current use. The author, then, is making an attempt to compare ``pre-morals'
existing in the society of these subjects and study the gradient development.
II. Domestic Cats
1. Escape attitude from the attack of an enemy
An ownerless cat approaches food, watching carefully. Seizing an opportu-
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nity it snatches food and tries to run away. It will be beaten, have stones thrown
at it, and be shouted at, and it will panic. In this case, the pattern of
snatching food and escape behavior from dangerous attack stands out clearly in
relief.
2. Submissive attitude to the strong
When a keeper scolds a cat which passes water, one which has not been
kept long after being picked up runs away, while the other which has been kept
for a longtimecrouches. If it is given a severe scolding, it turns on the back.
Among wild carnivora when the weak stretches out its neck to the strong, as Lorenz
has described, the stror唱cannot bite it. There is a clear difference between
``fighting" against different species and ``quarrelling" among the same species.
ササ_.._・, i・rr ,・i <ォIi- n
3. Fear of punishment or reproach from the boss
In a group of anthropoids and Old・World monkeys (catarrhini), the boss chas-
tises by physical attack those which commit an antisocial action. He stares,
growls, howls, makes peace, and then makes the offenders run away. A domes-
tic mother cat keeps her kitten away from bad food by snarling. She also keeps
a kitten away in the weaning period by snarling and biting.工t is homo sapiens
who plays the role of training a domestic cat. At first it is trained by beating,
but by and by it obeys its master merely in response to hisses. As for food,
l
however, it is very difficult to train a cat not to eat something. The inhibition
does not last long. Once it begins to eat by breaking the inhibition, nothing can
stop it. It is the same with dogs, monkeys, and anthropoids. When a man be一
gins to train a cat not to do something, it also comes to ask permission. A cat
which has broken the inhibition does not approach its master, as it is afraid of
punishment and scolding. It droops or ducks its head if it is scolded.
4. The attitude of being dejected when scolded
A cat shows pleasure when praised and looks depressed when scolded, but
these feelings are not expressed clearly. A cat lover says that it can tell right
from wrong. It is true that it knows the difference between an inhibited thing
and a noninhibited one, and that it is sensible of being punished when it dis-
odeys an order. But it has no judgement between right and wrong, no moral con-
sciousness, and no feeling of sin. Although a feeling forms the nucleus of mo-
ral action, a cat's feeling is so rudimentary that it seems to have only a superi-
ority or an inferiority complex, and these are not developed into the stage of hav-
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ing pride and shame. The attitude of dejection in cats when scolded is not ex-
pressed distinctly as in dogs and anthropoids.
The.above-mentioned four stages appear in succession; therefore at some
stage they overlap one another. In domestic cats the differentiation of these
phases is not clear, especially in the higher stages of the 3rd and 4th, where a
few instances are found.
III. Domestic Dogs
1. Escape attitude from the attack ′of an enemy
There are some stages of returning to wildness in the ownerless dog.血i ave-
rage ownerless dog is less nervous than an ownerless cat. Seizing an opportunity,
it will eat and run away when a man approaches. It will run away stealthily
when it isscolded in a loudvoice because it has eaten the food left by a house
dog.
2. Submissive attitude to the strong
A house dog is to its master what the subordinate is to the dominant. It will
regard him as a boss and he will treat it as a subordinate. To train it he will
strike it or will not feed it. He will shake it, seizing it by the scruff of
the neck, which according to Lorenz, is what a huge wolf does, and this will
terrify it. There was a spitz which often vomited after drinking water, so the
master struck it on血e head every time it vomited. tried the same puni-
shment about ten times in succession. Then it began to ask permission by rub-
bing its head against his foot with its ears drooping. A dog which has surrender-
ed can be identified by the attitude of its tucking its tail between its legs and
finally rolling over on its back.
As in the case of wolves, most fighting between dogs is over the acquisition
of food. A dog feeding on a bone will growl at any otherwhich comes near, and
will sometimes make a short rush and snap. Scott and Fuller observed that one
of the subordinatedogs rushed in and upset the dish while the dominant dog's back
was turned, and that he was allowed to eat the food spilled on the ground.
3. Fear of punishment or reproach of the boss
A mother dog will punish her puppy when it tries to go far or approachdan-
ger. She will keep it away intheweaning period by snarling and biting. Accord-
ing to Rheingold, the cause and the method of punishment, and the appearance
30
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of the first punishment are different in various breeds of dogs. Beagles have
shown no sign of punishment. The kinds of punishment are snarling, barking,
biting, snapping, shaking a puppy's head in the mouth, holding a puppy down with
a paw, and pouncing on it.
Lichtenstein used a dog in the laboratory to produce feeding inhibition by
giving it shocks. A shock was not effective if applied before eating or while
food was being put into a food dish. But feeding inhibition was produced in one
to four shock trials if applied while the dog was eating. Once established, feed-
ing inhibition lasted for weeks, even for months. The reactions of dogs in this
experiment vary more than the reactions of cats.
Feeding inhibition in a house dog shows more variations than those of a dog
in the laboratory. It is influenced by natural and social circumstances, its breed.
and the ways of breeding, but it is training that has the greatest influence on
it. There is a specially trained dog which never eats unless food is given by the
trainer or the master. Among common dogs there are the following: one which
never eats if it is inhibited to eat, one which eats when the inhibitor is away,
one which does not eat when a member of the family is present even if the inhibitor
is away, and one which ignores the inhibition even if it is scolded.
A Japanese dog (Shiba-inu) does not eat while the inhibitor is looking, but it
eats if hとis not looking. Two Shetland sheepdogs did not eat though the inhibitor
′
went upstairs, but after he went to bed on the third floor, one of them, a two-
year-old she-dog, ate at midnight. The next morning the inhibitor asked which
one had eaten, by showing them the empty case, and she went to a corner of the
room.
When a dog leaves a shoe somewhere or tears cloth, it will not come and
meet the master, but hide itself under the floor or behind the shed. When a dog
passes water, just looking at it will make the dog go and crouch in a corner of
the room. When a dog violates an inhibition and is scolded, it will ask for
permission by drooping its ears and stretching out a paw.
4. The attitude of being dejected when scolded
A house dog has an unusual sensibility towards its master's facial expression
and attitude. It does not come near the master whenノhe comes home displeased. If
it is well spoken of, it comes near and fawns to show gla血ess, while it goes away
dejected when it is ill spoken of. When it has accomplished something ordered
by the master, it walks in a dignified mannerwith its head kept high and the eyes
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shining, showing self-satisfaction, sel-frespect,and a sense of superiority. On the
other hand, when it has made a mistake and feels a sense of disgrace or asense
of inferiority, it becomes humble and walks with its tail drooping.
Some people including Darwin consider such attitudes as the sign of a dog
having pride or shame, but it may be that they are just expressions of feeling
which may be still on the way to them. Romanes says that it is conscience that
made his terrier return the meat he had stolen, but Westermarck does not agree
with him, saying that it is because of the master's displeasure or reproach that
he did so. Fischel says, ``A dog crawls hesitatingly to its master, not because
of the sting of conscience', but because its dependence upon him is, after all,
stronger than the punishment expected as a result of his displeasure. The dog at
that moment does not know why he is punished."But in either case, the feeling
with self-restraint in a house dog should be acknowledged more.
In a house dog the following attitudes are much more clearly observed than
in a house cat- ``feeling awkward," "being dejected," ``hanging the head, and
"asking for permission'.'And yet conscience or repentance cannot be admitted in
a dog as Darwin admits them. After feeding inhibition had beenproduced by punish-
ing a puppy during a meal or after it in a training room, Solomon carried it into
the room where nobody was present. Then he observed"a feeling of sin in
the puppy's behavior, but the writer feels some hesitation in using such a term.
(昭和44年9月30日受理)
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